Honda Classic FAQs
When is the 2018 Honda Classic Tournament?
The 2018 Honda Classic will be played February 19-25, 2018 with Rickie Fowler defending his
title.
How much has The Honda Classic contributed to the local community since being at PGA
National Resort & Spa? And for the 2016 year?
Since The Honda Classic, a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, moved to PGA National Resort & Spa
in 2007, the event has distributed over $16 million to South Florida-based charities. Since the
inception of The Honda Classic (1982), over $31.4 million has been awarded.
In 2016, The Honda Classic awarded a record $3.212 million to local children's charities during
Honda Classic Cares Week July 11-15, obliterating the previous mark of $2.55 million that was
distributed in 2015.
How many and what organizations do the net proceeds of The Honda Classic Support?
The Honda awarded grants to 50 different local charitable organizations. Some of the initiatives
evolving from that giving range from contributing to the state-of-the-art Els Center for
Excellence for autistic children in Jupiter to After-School and summer programs for kids at Adopt
A Family of the Palm Beaches to a restoration of the Village Program of Scouting with the
Gulfstream Council Boy Scouts. The Honda Classic sponsors summer camp for 35 kids at the
YMCA of the Palm Beaches, an art education program for underserved youth at the Artist
Showcase of the Palm Beaches, Cystic Fibrosis patient care at St. Mary's Medical Center,
caregivers for abused or neglected children at Grandma's Place, Inc., a $10,000 golf scholarship
at Palm Beach Atlantic University, food for kids at the Palm Beach County Food Bank and is
making a major contribution to the creation of a 250-seat auditorium at the Leadership
Academy of Urban Youth Impact.
An additional 101 charities received proceeds from the American Honda Birdies for Children
program, where fans donate to the organization of their choice, and in return receive a chance

to guess the number of birdies made at the tournament. American Honda awards a brand new
automobile to the winner. Fifty-nine individuals guessed the proper birdie total of 1246 in 2016
and a Honda Civic was awarded via a drawing at a reception for charity partners on July 11.
What is Honda Classic Cares Week?
Honda Classic Cares Week is a celebration of the joint efforts of the tournament’s sponsors,
fans, volunteers, leadership staff and community partners to positively impact thousands of kids
& families in South Florida. Many of the organizations benefiting from grants will receive site
visits from Honda Classic representatives throughout the week.
How many children are supported by the funds distributed to the charitable organizations that
receive support from The Honda Classic?
Honda Classic donations impact the lives of more than 30,000 children yearly.
How can individuals get involved with The Honda Classic?
There are many way for someone to get involved. First and foremost, one can volunteer at the
tournament or make a donation via the Birdies for Children program. More information on both
programs can be found online at thehondaclassic.com.
What is American Honda Birdies For Children?
The American Honda Birdies for Children program is a fundraising vehicle for local charities to
team up with The Honda Classic and present their donor base with an opportunity to win a new
Honda automobile by making a donation of $20 or more and in return getting the chance to
guess how many birdies will be made at the golf tournament. Correctly guessing the number of
birdies qualifies the donor for the grand prize drawing, but just as important, the designated
charity will receive 100% of the donation plus an additional 10% matching contribution courtesy
of The Honda Classic.
How do we learn more about The Honda Classic?
Visit hondaclassic.com to learn more about The Honda Classic.

